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ABSTRACT 
The Content Based Image Retrieval in increasing because there is a need of accessing the data that have been stored in the dataset. 
Textual based image access works well but there is no proper classification between images. In textual based image accessing 
system humans needs to manually describe the images and also if the image is described with different words then the query 
doesn’t include the images which have different meaning. In computer system, classification and categorization of the images by 
using semantic class with its sub class can reduce the mismatch with assured point, but it need more work to classify the images and 
which class does it belongs to. There are many approaches to classify the images  but the existing approaches have certain 
disadvantages and issues. Hence it requires better classification of images before retrieval. In this work relevant bits are compared 
and the bits  are grouped based on their matches. For image retrieval, the input image is compared with the r-value and the closest 
match to the r-value is identified. Hence it reduces the time taken to access and the grouping helps to easily eliminate the images 
which are not relevant to the search image. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Image classification is one of the interesting techniques in image processing. The images which are most 

relevant to each other are identified and then classification can be done based on the identification [1].For 

identification of images there are several metrics [4] [9] which can be followed. Textual based identification [7] 

[8] is one of the techniques but it can support for negative results. Content based image retrieval [2] [3] works 

upon the features in the image. It may consider the features for comparisons. So feature extraction plays an 

important role for image classification. The features with the specified image are identified and it is compared 

with other regions [6]. For small scale images it works well but if the image size is too large [2], it requires more 

work to classification. This proposed work provides facilities to classify the image based on bit values. Color 

and shape features can classify the images based on geometric features [5].RGB, HSV, YIQ, YUV standards 

focus on color and it requires color histogram to compare the color features [5].Color coherence vector (CCV) is 

also used for color classification but this technique uses color coherence with a fixed value [5], so for large scale 

images it require more classification. The feature descriptor [6] is introduced and the descriptor computes the 

bits for the large scale images. The computed bits are compared and more number of repeated bits which are 

similar is measured and based on the bits the images are classified. For large scale image search the comparison 

is too complex and also it requires more bits to represent the images. To make the comparison easy, the image is 

partitioned into number of regions and it is shown in Figure 1(a),(b).The pixels are compared and for each 
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region and depend on the pixel values, the bit is generated. This process improves the classification of large 

scale images which contains more number of pixels.  

 

2 Proposed Algorithm: 

For the specified image the regions which are important in the image are detected and the interest points are 

represented by {ki} that are detected from the images. Every feature kr have descriptor pi € sj with respect to the 

features descriptor j. Here the generated features with the descriptor are used to match with the pixels in the 

image. From the generated features the true or positive matches for the pixels is determined. From the 

determined points the identical matches are captured from the dataset. The local feature descriptor is represented 

by p= (p0..p1,…pi,….pj-1).For this an array is generated based on the connection towards each feature. This is 

achieved by  

                       

                          11 if pb-pa > ki   

 R(a,b)  =        10 ki  > pb-pa > - ki  

                           00 otherwise                      (1) 

 

R(a,b) represents  the  determined  result between the magnitudes  of the ath and bth dimensions with the 

descriptor p. The result is redundance by R(a,b) where it is combined with r(a,b) with a=b. If  

we use the term R(a,b) to identify the similarity where i<j and continue with the total bits i, α =2p(p-1). 

To represent the partitions with (p-1), I is expanded as I={Io,I1,I2,….Iα-1}.To get the features with the code 

with r ={r0,r1,….rp-1},separate the compared feature into individual groups. For the binary code one bit is given 

to the feature to compare it. It can be represented by 

 

                                                                                         (2) 

 

The grouping of images is achieved based on the number of matched bits to the input image and shown in 

Figure 2. Here the features are compared and grouped together or towards the input image. For grouping the bits 

the step is as follows 

                

R={ki,(kq-Ia)<(kq-Ib)where I<1<k}            (3) 

  

To check up where more number of bits match with the value 1,more than where it match with 0,the 

following equation is used to increase the number of features with images. 

             

                                         1    if r(a,b) ∈ ki 

            R(Ia,…Ib) =         0    if r(a,b) ∉ ki                   (4) 

 

After grouping the bits the classification of bits can be achieved by 

 

R(a,b) =  ∑ (ki-Ia,ki-Ib)             (5) 

 

Where each ki is assigned to one bit even if it contains more than two or three values. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Image with size of 8X8 pixels 

 

The bit allocation for the image with the size of 8x8 pixels is shown in Figure 1. 

    

 

 

 

R = k (ki,ki+1,ki+2…..ki+n) where k<i<r-1  
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Fig. 1: (a) Region 1       (b)  Region 2 

 

The first step before image search is to partition the images. From the partitions pixel values are compared 

and based on the comparison the bits are generated. By using the generated bits the images are classified. Based 

on content the images are grouped and shown in Figure 3. In this proposed work the images which are more 

relevant and the images which have more number of redundant bits are only retrieved and shown in Figure 4. It 

can satisfy the retrieval where the image which contains more number of irrelevant bits is not included in this 

classification. The precision and recall values achieved by the proposed work have compared with the existing 

techniques like SCF, QT, CBC, FB and shown in Table 1, Table 2. The result obtained from redundant bit 

classification shown in Figure 5 illustrates more accurate results with improved result accuracy. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Representation of grouped pixels in regions from images 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Images classified based on their pixels values. For each image the most repeated pixels are identified and 

which image has more number of identical pixels are grouped. 

 
Table 1: Recall and Precision values of  SCF, QT, CBC Compared with FB 

Recall 
Precision 

SCF QT CBC  FB 

0.4 0.74 0.58 0.72 0.75 

0.5 0.71 0.49 0.68 0.73 

0.6 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.58 

0.7 0.53 0.31 0.48 0.55 

0.8 0.44 0.29 0.34 0.48 

0.9 0.42 0.15 0.36 0.46 

1 0.39 0.14 0.26 0.43 
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Fig. 4: Images grouped based on redundant bits. Here the most accurate images which can have the text ‘sky’ 

are grouped. The highest match for the images is classified based on the bits and the efficiency is 

increased here when comparing it with Figure 3. 

 
Table 2: Recall and Precision values of SCF,QT,CBC Compared with RB 

Recall 
Precision 

SCF QT CBC RB 

0.2 0.91 0.67 0.83 0.92 

0.3 0.74 0.58 0.72 0.76 

0.4 0.71 0.49 0.68 0.72 

0.5 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.58 

0.6 0.53 0.31 0.48 0.55 

0.7 0.44 0.29 0.34 0.49 

0.8 0.42 0.15 0.36 0.46 

0.9 0.39 0.14 0.26 0.42 

1 0.08 0.03 0.07 0.14 
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Fig. 5: Comparison of results achieved by redundant bit with  other existing techniques based on Precision and 

Recall values 

 

Conclusion: 

The image classification is performed based on the r-bit value where it group the images based on the 

redundant bits. The features are extracted based on pixels values and it is compared with the feature descriptor. 

The pixels from each partition are taken to compute the average value of the groups. This technique speed up 

the image retrieval process because the image classification is one of the preprocessing step most commonly 

used in image processing. One of the metrics used here is the bit based classification that is used for image 

grouping. For certain images which doesn’t have specific color, shape and texture can use this type of redundant 

bit based classification which can support for most relevant match up to certain level with improved result 

accuracy. 
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